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Abstract 
 

This project explores the potential of combining offsite manufactured solutions with adapted existing structures to deliver a mixed-use development that improves           
long-term asset performance. 

The proposed stackable modular system is merged with an existing brown-field warehouse structure to achieve a design that celebrates the heritage of the site whilst 
creating a development that is affordable, adaptable, and transportable. The concept acknowledges the clear benefits of design for manufacture and assembly (DfMA), with 
a prefabricated modular system that works alongside several additional prefabricated components to achieve a development that can be disassembled piece by piece. 

The team employed a hybrid steel and timber structural system for the project, which combines a stronger steel framework with in-fill timber CLT panels that allow for a 
simpler design with minimal bracing requirements. Steel-timber composites increase efficiency of moving, lifting and placing modules and can significantly increase speed 
of construction. The modular apartments further focus on effective layouts that allow for ease of vertical expansion and stacking flexibility to ensure future developments 
can meet any site restrictions. 

Overall, the project pulls away from the classic compact building mass and achieves a prefabricated development that supports circular economy, passive design, everyday 
engagement, and pleasant environments. 



Executive Summary 

This project examines how the application of offsite manufactured solutions with adapted existing structures can contribute towards 
allowing mixed-use developments to be realised efficiently, in terms of time, materials and costs. The proposed stackable modular 
system is merged with an existing brown-field warehouse structure to achieve a design that celebrates the heritage of the site whilst 
creating a development that is affordable, adaptable, and transportable. 

In collaboration with the engineers on the team, a hybrid steel and timber structural system was employed for the project, this 
system combines a stronger steel framework with in-fill timber CLT panels that allows for a simpler design with minimal bracing 
requirements. Steel-timber composites further increase efficiency of moving, lifting and placing modules and can significantly 
increase speed of construction. The hybrid system can further be easily dismantled at the end of building service life that will, in turn, 
significantly facilitate recycling, reusing and/or re-purposing of the construction materials and hence reduce construction wastes. 

The simple modular stacking system is comprised of one iteration of each apartment type that follows the same structural build-up 
and compromises of a small range of window selections to optimise production. These apartments follow the same overall floor 
dimensions to allow for stacking flexibility of apartment types in response to different site restrictions. The self-supporting modules 
are prefabricated with complete interiors furnishings, finished bathrooms, windows and doors. These modules are then stacked on 
top of one another on site and connected using a bolted flange connection point. The use of the modular stacking system allows for 
easy future vertical expansion of the development with the ability to encompass additional apartments on the second and third floors. 

The explored material build-up of the modules aims to meet the sustainable criteria such as a prolonged life cycle and a low 
embodied energy. Green steel for the framework and CLT timber panels have been used along with hemp insulation and recycled 
timber to achieve a resilient system that encompasses a low carbon footprint. A tongue and groove timber cladding system has been 
chosen for its renewable properties and ability to be prefabricated and fixed over time.  

Along with the prefabricated module system, the project encompasses several prefabricated components that work together to 
achieve a development that can be disassembled piece by piece. The project will utilise a modular elevator system that can be craned 
in separately to save time and money. The projects balconies, outer walkways and stairs comprise of their own structure and can be 
assembled and connected to the modules on site. The retractable sun shading systems constructed using recycled timber from the 
existing site are attached separately to the modules allowing for easy modification depending on location. This system comprises of a 
movable shading device that follows the sun along a track system. This allows residents to control lower west entering sun in the 
evenings and further provide privacy from the street whilst still allowing outward views. The existing materials on site have further 
been used to create planter boxes along the landscaping and a corrugated iron site fence using removed material from the existing 
warehouse. The remaining iron on the warehouse has been repurposed as exterior cladding to preserve the heritage of the site and 
maintain the original character of the streets facades.  

Working with an existing heritage structure the project has been designed to create a public and communal space within the 
extended warehouse that is a permanent enclosed fixture on the site and can sustain its use in the future alongside a new 
development.  

Finally, the development captures solar energy and is designed to harness prevailing winds, natural ventilation, and achieve  
adequate access to daylight and sunlight for all apartments to ensure the building is running in an environmentally friendly manner. 
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